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ABSTRACT

The conclusions of Ricker (1958) are confirmed in series of 200 generations in which envi-
ronment effects are simulated. The best constant rate of exploitation is very close to the maximum

equilibrium rate when there is no environmental variation. A higher catch is obtained when an

optimum portion of the stock is reserved for escapement and the remainder is harvested up to

the level of the maximum equilibrium rate. Still higher catches are associated with reserving

an optimum portion of the catch for escapement and harvesting all of the remainder. In general,

these kinds of benefits are greatest at higher levels of environmental variability.

TnB oesnnvArloNs of Ricker (1958) on maximum sustained yields from

fluctuating environments were based on calculations ol 28 or fewer "generations"

for each of 6 types of populations. This present paper provides confirmation

of those results, based on 200 generations. The 6 types of curves were the same

as those of Ricker (1958).

Curves A, B, C, employ the relation

I : :]VlJ.eatr-wt

where A is respectively 1, 2, and 2.678. Curve F conforms to Curve B in the

ascending l imb but where Z>l it is put equal to 1. Curve G conforms to

Curve A beyond W : 0.4 but below W : 0.4 it is determined by

Z : WeL'w

the exponential form of the empirical curve of Ricker

based on the reciprocal relation

z: 1+A(W-1 )

escapement characteristics of these curvesTable II gives the catch and
in their deterministic form.

For simulation of environmental variability random normal deviates as
generated in an IBM 1620 subroutine were used. The series of 200 random

normal deviates which was used for each run is given in Table I. Scaling of

deviates to provide a specified range of extremes was accomplished as in Ricker
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which approximates
(1958).  Curve H is

where A : 0.9.
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Tesre I. Two hundred random normal deviates produced in IBM 1620 subroutine, and
employed to simulate environmental variability. (Read the Table row-wise,)
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(1958) by multiplying the deviates by an appropriate factor. The absolute
quantity was then augmented by one and the deviates used as multipliers or

divisors depending on sign. Level A of variability uses random normal deviates,

for which 19 out of 20 lie in the ranger of effects between ! and 3 times the mean.

Level B provides a comparable range of effects from $ to 5 times the mean.

Ernncr oF LEvEL A or VenreBrlrrY UpoN Yrpr.o

Table III confirms the observation that when stocks are harvested at the

appropriate rate for maximum equilibrium catch, imposing environmental

variabilitv does not influence the mean catch from Curves A, B and C, slightly

Tesle II. Maximum equilibrium catch, rate of exploitation, and size of
spawning stock, under conditions of no environmental variability for 6

populations (from Ricker, 1958).

Maximum Rate of
Population equilibrium

catch
exploitation

at  m.e,c.

Size of
spawning stock

at m.e.c.

A 0.330
B  0 .935
c  1 .656
F  0 .760
G 0 .330
H 0 .520

%
4 3 . 3
7 2 . 2
8 4 . 1
78 .  3
43.3
68 .4

0.433
0 .361
0 .  314
0.210
0.  433
0.240

Tesr,B III. Catch and escapement statistics for 6 populations when subjected to random
variability of Level A and when rate of exploitation is that appropriate for maximum equilibrium

catch. Figures in parentheses are from Ricker (1958).

Catch Escapement

Population Mean
Standard
deviation Range Mean

Standard
deviation Range

0.  337 0 .238  0 .04 -1 .25
(0.33)

0.940 0.599
(0. e4)

1 .662
(1 .66 )

o .728
(0 .71 )

0. 594
(0. s8)

(0. 0e-o. 90)
0. 19-3 . 04
(0 .31-2 .  13)

t .06: t  0 ,318-5.81

0.483

(0.62-3:67)

0.  t2-2.48
(0.22-r .6s)

0.369 0 .  13_1 .81
(0. 20-l  .  2s)

0 .  311  0 .  0G1  .  63

0 .231 O .07- t  .  t7

0 .202 0.0G1. 10

0 .134  0 .03 -0 .69

0.  171 0.  0G0.  88

0.441

0 .362

0 . 3 1 4

0.202

0 .275

c

G

H
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TasrE IV. Catch and escapement statistics with Level A of environmental variability, where
available stock up to the optimum size of spawning population is reserved for escapement, and
the fishery can take the surplus but not to exceed the rate of exploitation for maximum
equilibrium catch for the stock as a whole. Figures in parentheses are from Ricker (1958).

Catch Escapement

Standard Years of Standard
Population Mean deviation Range no catch /6 Mean deviation Range

A 0 .372  0 .309  0 -1 .370  16  0 .613  0 .292  0 .224 -1 .794
(0.36) (0-0.88) (2r)

B  |  032  0 .756  0 -3 .773  0 .5  0 .494  0 .215  0 .322  r . 453
(1 .01 )  (0 .2 r -2 .33 )  (0 )

c  r . 826  1 .282  0 .116 -6 .605  o  0 .424  0 .183  o .3 l+ -1 .249
(r .7e)  (0.474.12)  (0)

F  0 .901  0 .612  0 .051 -3 .084  o  0 .296  0 .133  0 .210 -0 .855
(0.86)  (0.22-r .8e)  (0)

G  0 .35  0 .309  0 - t . 370  19  0 .592  0 .29+  0 .152 -1 .79+
(0.36) (0-0 87) (21)

H  0 .628  0 .441  0 -2 .1 t0  0 .5  0 .345  0 .156  0 .237 -0 .975
(0.61)  (0.  10-1 .30)  (0)

TAULB V. Catch and escapement statistics with Level A of environmental variability, when
available stock up to the optimum size of spawning population is reserved for escapement, and

the fishery takes all the remainder. Figures in parentheses are from Ricker (1958).

Catch Escapement

Standard Years of Standard
Population Mean deviation Range no catch /s Mean deviation Rarge

A 0.471 0.524 0-2 573 19 0.416 0.045 0.199-0.433
(0.4s) (o-1.44) (33)

B  1 .189  0 .960  04 .742  0 .5  0 .360  0 .002  0 .338 -0 .361
(1.  ls)  (0.20-2 .87)  (0)

c  2 .042  1 .463  0 .200 -7 .450  0  0 .314
( l . ee )  (0 . ss -4 .61 )  (0 )

F  0 .987  0 .741  0 .051 -3 .728  0  0 .210
(0.92)  (0.2r-2.2r)  (0)

G  0 .438  0 .517  o -2 .573  22 .5  0 .408  0 .059  0 .152 -0 .433
(0.44) (0-1.4s) (33)

H 0.  670 0.  561 o-2 .7 51 0.  5 0 .240 0.  003 0.  198-0.  240
(0.6s)  (0.09-1.66)  (0)
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decreases that for Curve F, slightly increases that for Curve H, and results in

rapid extinction for Curve G. The range in catches, as might be expected, is

wider in the series of 200 generations than in the series of. 24 given in Ricker

(1958). The agreement between the 2 series is otherwise extremely close, and

the escapements are accordingly appropriate.
Statistics for partial stabilization of escapement, by harvesting surplus over

escapement provided the rate does not exceed that for maximum equilibrium

catch are summarized in Table IV. The agreement is again very close, the

improvements in annual catch by comparison with those of Ricker (1958) given

in parentheses, as follows: Curve A 10.4% (97o); Curve B 9.8% (7%); Cutve C
g.g% (8%); Curve F 23.5% (2t%); Curve H 5.7% (5%). Curve G is "rescued"

from extinction and produces slightly more than what is obtained when there is

no environmental variability.
With stabilization of escapement to the optimum (Table V), the benefits

to catch are confirmed: Curve A 39.8% (36%); Curve B 26.5% (22%); Curve C

22.9% (20%); Curve F 35.6% (30%) and Curve H 12.8% (12%). The effect

on Curve G is to increase catch by 30/o over that obtained when there is no

environmental variability. The greater variability in catch associated with

these benefits is apparent, although the years of no catch for Curves A and G

are not as frequent as in Ricker's shorter series.

Epppcr oF LEVEL B op VenraBrlrrY UpoN Yrnr-o

Harvesting at the rate appropriate for maximum equilibrium catch, greater

environmental variability does not influence average catch for Curves A, B

and C, slightly decreases that for Curve F and, as in the case of a lower level of

variability, increases the catch for Curve H (Table VI).

Tes1.u VI. Catch and escapement statistics with Level B of environmental variability, when

'-"**T:?'jiT'ffi:ru4;"'
Catch Escapement

Population
Standard

Mean deviation Range
Standard

Mean deviation Range

C

0.338 0.382 0.006-2.146 0.443
(0 .33 )  (0 .03 -1 .07 )

0.936 0.944 0.058-4.846 0.360
(0. e3) (0 . r4-3 . 12)

r . 654  1 .681  0 .106 -7 .732  0 .313
(1 .64 )  (0 .27 -s .72 )

0 . 7 3 +  0 . 7 8 3  0 . t 7 2 - 4 . 1 7 2  0 . 2 0 3
(o . 73) (0. o8-2 . 3s)

"Extinction" (<.0001) in 7 generations

0 .695  0 .656  0 .055 -3 .394  0 .32 r
(0. 68) (0. 10-1 . e6)

0 .501  0 .008 -2 .810

0.363 0.022-1.866

0.3r7 0.020- t .462

0 .2r7 0. 005-1 . 156

0 .303  0 .025 -1 .568
G

H
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The benefits from stabilization of escapement are much greater with the
more variable environment. With partial stabilization (Table VII) (which was
not included in Ricker (1958) for level B of variability except for curve G),
the mean catch compared to that of Table vI is increased for curve A 23.7vo,
Curve B 25.9To, Curve C 26.8%, Curve F 5l.gTo, Curve H l4.S%. Extinction
for Curve G is again avoided.

Tesr,B VII. Catch and escapement statisti.cs with Level B of environmental variability, when
available stock up to the optimum size of spawning population is reserved for escapement. and
the fishery can take the surplus but not to exceed the rate of exploitation for maximum
j:iliTI -"t t.. rt" ",'.-..

Catch Escapement

Population
Standard

Mean deviation
Years of

Range no catch /s Mean
Standard
deviation Range

A

B

c
F

G

0 . 4 1 8

r . r 7 8
2.098
1 . 1 1 5

0.209
(0. 33)

0 .796

0.495

1 .299

2 .253

1 . 1 2 2

0. 398

0.807

o-2.273

0-6. 689

0-1 1 . 561

0-5. 384

o-2.241
(0-1.30)

o-3.773

33  0 .683  0 .551

13 0.587 0.407

4 .5  0 .508  0 .351

1 . 5  0 . 3 7 5  0 . 2 6 2

64 0.367 0.492
(42)

7 . 5  0 . 4 M  0 . 3 1 4

0.09+=2.976

0.081-2 . 576

0. 053-2 . 186

o . r50-l .492

o.oot-z.934

0.  14F1.743H

Tasle VIII. Catch and es@pement statistics with Level B of environmental variability, when
the available stock up to the optimum size of spawning population is reservedforescapement,
and the fishery takes all the remainder. Figures in parentheses are from Ricker (1958).

Catch Escapement

Population
Standard

Mean deviation
Years of

Range no catch /6 Mean
Standard
deviation Range

G

H

0 .639  0 .9u
(0. se)
1 . 5 7 5  1 . 7 6 5

( 1 .  s 1 )

2 .647  2 .734
(2. ss)
1 . 3 2 3  1 . 4 r 2

(r .20)

0.300 0.662
(0.44)

0.894 1.025
(0. 86)

0-4. 816
(0-2. 1s)
0-8. 549

(0-4.80)

0-13.242
(0.24-7 .s7)

0-6.801
(0. 06-3 . 67)

0-3.635
(0-2. ls)

M.982
(0-2. 80)

39 0.367
(42)

6  0 .357
(4)

0 . 5  0 . 3 1 4
(0)

1 . 5  0 . 2 1 0
(0)

68 0.208
(42)

10  0 .235
(8)

0.010 0.091-0.433

0.019 0.rg4-o.361

0.001 0.29s4.314

0.004 0.153-0.210

0.186 0.001-0.433

0.018 0.114-0.240
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Complete stabilization of escapement produces even more substantial

benefits (Table VIII), the increases, with those of Ricker (1958) in parentheses,

being: curve A 8g.l% (7g%) i Curve B 68.3% (62%); curve c 60.0Vo $5%) ; Curve F

80.3% $a%); Curve H 28.6% (26%). For Curve G there is an increase in catch

from partiai to complete stabilization of escapement. However, a gain over the

condiiion of no environment variability (catch of 0.330) was not achieved,

whereas in Ricker's series a gain was indicated. This is attributable to the

difference in the two series of random numbers, which is reflected in the greater

percentage of years with no catch. There were 3 long "runs" of no catch in the

present series, one of 39 "generations", another of 35 and a third of 23.
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